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A New Technique for Understanding
Large-Scale Software Systems
Thamer Al-Rousan and Hasan Abualese

Abstract — Comprehending a huge execution trace is not a
straightforward task due to the size of data to be processed.
Detecting and removing utilities are useful to facilitate the
understanding of software and decrease the complexity and
size of the execution trace. The goal of this study is to develop
a novel technique to minimize the complexity and the size of
traces by detecting and removing utilities from the execution
trace of object-oriented software. Two novel utility detection
class metrics were suggested to decide the degree that a
specific class can be counted as a utility class. Dynamic
coupling analysis forms the basis for the proposed technique
to address object-oriented features. The technique presented
in this study has been tested by two case studies to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed technique. The results from the
case studies show the usefulness and effectiveness of our
technique.
Keywords — Utility Classes, Software Comprehension,
Dynamic Coupling Analysis, Object-Oriented Software.

I. INTRODUCTION
ODERN software systems are characterized by being
complex and large-sized. Maintenance of these
systems is therefore a very difficult process. In particular,
the understanding process is an essential requirement of
software maintenance before making any modification [1].
Many studies have demonstrated that understanding
activity consumes about two-thirds of the maintenance cost
[2], [3], [4]. Hence, software understanding should be
supported by several tools and techniques in order to
achieve maintenance success and reduce its cost [3].
Most approaches to program comprehension can be
classified into dynamic analysis and static analysis [5].
Dynamic analysis is based on analyzing the gathered
information during the program execution. Alternatively,
static analysis is based on analyzing the program source
code without any execution. Both static and dynamic
approaches have the power to make the comprehension
process simpler, cheaper, and more efficient. However,
static analysis techniques are not completely precise,
particularly in the context of object-oriented systems [6].
Object-oriented features as late binding and polymorphism
make it difficult to understand without using dynamic
analysis [6], [7].
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Dynamic analysis, the focus of this study, revolves
around the analysis of the traces generated by running the
features of the program under study. In spite of the
advantages of execution trace analysis however, it is
frequently characterized by massive amounts of generated
data that delay any feasible analysis. A large amount of
trace data is not very important to the comprehension
process, especially in regard to the utility components [5].
In order to extract the core functionality of execution traces
without losing their main characteristics, many techniques
have been proposed, the success of which depends on
reducing the non-useful elements, such as utilities [8], [9].
This paper aims to propose two novel utility detection
metrics to detect utility classes using dynamic coupling
analysis.
This study is structured as follows: The related work is
presented in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the necessary
definitions for our technique. Two powerful utility class
detection metrics are proposed in Section 4. A case study is
presented in Section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper with
a discussion of future research.
II. RELATED WORK
Dynamic analysis means inspection of systems behavior
by investigating their runtime data. Runtime data shows
many aspects of the behavior of the software code, for
instance, the coding flow and control flow [10].Runtime
data is very useful in understanding systems functionalities
by inspecting their behavior. Dynamic analysis has been
selected in our study for several reasons [11]:
• Dynamic analysis supports a goal-oriented policy.
• Dynamic analysis can accurately deal with late binding
and polymorphism.
• Object-oriented software has a dynamic structure that
differs from a static structure.
• Dynamic analysis can go beyond the problems of
infeasible paths and dead codes.
The goal-oriented policy means that just those interesting
parts of the program code should be analyzed. This policy
is effective in determining which parts precisely relate to
the specific functionality of the program code.
Polymorphism literally means a state of having many
forms. Polymorphism is the feature of being able to assign
a single name to present different meanings or usages in
different contexts [11]. In programming contexts, different
behavior can be expressed by a single name. Even though
this procedure is effective in a programming context, it
disturbs the understanding process because it postpones the
accurate behavior of the program code in runtime. Hence,
rather than taking into account all theoretical cases, a
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dynamic analysis should be able to determine the real cases
that are executed. In object-oriented software, the dynamic
structures usually form the "Spaghetti Architectures"
phenomenon. The dynamic structures comprise very
complex interwoven connections of relationships between
the software entities. Therefore, the dynamic structures are
quite different from static structures. Infeasible paths and
dead codes happen to some extent in all applications. The
applications contain methods and classes which are no
longer in use, but that have not been eliminated from the
source code. Static coupling tools will analyze all of the
code under analysis, so that measurements may have
become inaccurate [12].
In dynamic analysis, the event traces are collected into a
file labeled as “an execution trace file” during the running
of the program [13]. The size of the execution trace is a key
challenge that faces the dynamic analysis technique [14].
Therefore, in order to make the dynamic analysis more
efficient, it is important to decrease the size of the trace data
without losing its main features. In dynamic analysis, many
techniques have been proposed to face this challenge such
as the sampling technique, clustering technique,
visualization techniques, and the utility detection and
removal technique.
The idea of the sampling technique is based on executing
a number of samples from event traces instead of executing
the whole trace file. The sample events are selected
randomly or by employing a customized procedure. The
problem with this technique is that some of the main events
might have been missed using this technique [15].
In the clustering technique, the events are grouped based
on specific criteria [16]. Depending on the objects under
study, the events are grouped by using a number of rules in
order to make the understanding of the trace easier. The
outcome of this technique is a different set of clusters that
may make the understanding of the trace easier.
Detection and removal of utility modules that have a bad
impact on the relationships between other modules can be
considered as an essential trace data reduction technique
[9]. Detection and removal of utility modules will decrease
the size of the trace event and make the data more favorable
in terms of understanding the program. However, detecting
and removing utilities is not a simple task, especially, when
the maintenance phase is accomplished under many
maintenance rounds.
Few studies have been designed to detect the utility
modules. Nevertheless, the majority of them employ static
fan-in approaches based on static graphs. The study of
Meszaros [17] denotes that the utility modules are
ubiquitous and these modules have a bad impact on the
understanding of the relationships between the system
modules. Consequently, Meszaros recommends they may
be removed in order to obtain a good understanding of the
software structure. Despite this, the author didn’t present
any metrics to express utility modules.
The QNX software engineers have developed an intuitive
concept such that utilities can be packaged or grouped
together in a class, a library, or in another form [8]. In fact,
some utilities are usually not grouped in certain modules.
For example, in most classes, the accessing methods can be
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counted as utilities while the classes that include them are
not necessarily utilities.
The [8] study used the content selection to extract a
summary of important content from a trace by eliminating
unnecessary details. The important content is usually
selected from a trace document by classifying the document
phrases based on their importance. The importance is
measured by using different techniques, for instance: word
distribution, cue phrases, and the place of phrases in the
trace document [18]. The study used brainstorming sessions
to answer the main question which is: what constitutes the
most important content of trace. The content generalization
consists of allocating a high-level description to specific
content; specifically, exchanging it with more abstract info.
However, in this study, the author did not present any metric
to express the utility modules.
Trace summarization has been defined by Hamou-Lhadj
et al. [9] as an abstract description of the trace results by
removing unwarranted details such as utility modules. The
main goal of trace summarization is to extract a view of a
trace that testers can easily work with when attempting to
understand the most important information traced. The
Hamou-Lhadj study combined the fan-in and fan-out
techniques to define the utilities. The summarization of the
trace is the initial attempt to declare a detection utility
metric. Nevertheless, their detection metrics still use static
fan-out and fan-in techniques which have less precision in
object-oriented software.
Understanding a huge trace is not a straightforward task
due to the size and complexity of the data to be processed.
Not all implementation specifics will be counted as utilities.
Using existing detection techniques that are dependent on
static techniques will still result in less accurate detection of
utilities in object-oriented systems. In the following
sections, this study proposes a new technique to detect the
utilities in object-oriented systems by using dynamic
analysis as a guide to decide the degree that a specific class
can be counted as a “utility class.”
III. EXECUTION TRACES ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
The generated information from the execution of the
program code is normally saved in an execution trace file.
In recent object-oriented systems, the execution files are
extremely huge. In particular, complexity and size are key
factors that have negative impacts on software maintenance
and software comprehension [19]. So as to simplify the
execution traces and reduce the time and effort required for
the software maintenance process, there is a need to use
trace analysis techniques.
This study proposes a new technique for trace analysis
that makes the process of comprehension easier. The new
trace analysis technique is based on filtering out of the
utility modules which can disturb the relations between
other modules of the execution trace. Dynamic coupling
measurements were used in our proposed technique as an
indicator to determine which modules could be counted as
utilities. The next subsections present the required
definitions for our techniques.
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A. Operational Definition of Utilities
There is no common definition of the term “utility.” The
operational definition defined by Hamou-Lhadj et al. [8]
was applied in this study which is: “Any modules of a
software system designed for the suitability of the
implementer and designer and it can be accessed from
different places within certain program scope”.
Utilities are used to provide support to the functions that
implement the core functionality, and they do not have a
critical role in the flow control of the program. A lot of
utilities are designed to be reused or invoked by several
other modules. Based on the Hamou-Lhadj et al. [8]
definition, a utility could be a class, package, method, or
another element. It may also be accessed from more than
one place. In addition, this definition permits the accessing
methods to be counted as utilities, and does not need to be
grouped in any way, even though it does not prevent that.
B. Utility Detection using Dynamic Coupling
This study aims at employing the “dynamic coupling
measures” to improve the program comprehension process.
Dynamic coupling measures can capture the actual coupling
behaviors in an object-oriented system as they are analyzed
from data generated during runtime. Dynamic coupling
measures have varied classifications, depending on the
context of the application in which such measures are to be
applied [20]. Thus, it is significant to determine which
dynamic measures can accomplish this goal. To achieve
this, this study employs a common framework proposed by
Arisholm [21] which is widely used in dynamic coupling
measures. The Arisholm framework describes coupling
according to the three criteria: Scope, Granularity, and
Entity of the measurement. For the purposes of this study,
we refined these criteria as:
• The entity of measurement: the study concentrates on
how testers attempt to understand the software
program. In this trend, the testers always select the
class level rather than object-level because the entities
at the class level are more recognizable in the software
system, so the study will employ the classes as a
measurement entity.
• Granularity: since the study selects the classes as a
measurement entity, so the granularity level must be a
class or its objects.
• Scope: the study considered the execution trace file as
the scope of measurement. While the execution trace file
is generated based on scenarios that cover one feature or
more. The testers have the freedom to define their subscopes, so the testers can concentrate on only the
interesting parts of the execution trace instead of the
whole execution trace.
Dynamic coupling is intended to be measured in two
forms: IC (import coupling) or EC (export coupling)
depending on the direction of the method calls. Import
coupling counts the messages which are sent from an object
or class. Export coupling counts the messages which are
received by an object or class [22]. As this study is
interested in both directions (import and export coupling),
to determine the utilities and level of granularity, the study
adopted two metrics of the Arisholm framework.
a) Export Coupling-Distinct Class (EC_CC): this metric
calculates the number of distinct classes to which a class
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A has received messages in a given scenario. EC_CC
stands for Export Coupling-Class level-Distinct
Classes.
b) Import Coupling-Distinct Classes (IC_CC): this metric
calculates the number of distinct classes that methods
of a given class A have sent messages in a given
scenario.
IV. METRICS FOR DETECTING UTILITY CLASSES
The majority of dynamic coupling metrics, such as
metrics in the Arisholm framework, are used to evaluate
the overall service of quality according to its coupling, only
very few calculate the significance of the modules in the
comprehension practice [23]. In this regard, our study
proposes two detection metrics to improve the
comprehension process. The first detection metric took into
consideration only one direction of coupling (namely
export coupling), while, the second detection metric takes
into consideration the coupling in both directions (import
and export coupling). In the following subsections, the
study will discuss in detail these detection metrics.
A. Detection Metric for Export Utility Classes
The next metric was defined by this study to calculate to
what extent a certain class may be counted as a utility. The
metric for export utility for a given class C is:
EUC  c  

EC _ CC  c 

Max _ EC _ CC  c 

(1)

where: EUC(c) - Export Utility Classes metric for a given
class C; EC_CC(c) - the number of calls between objects of
class C and the rest of classes in the execution trace;
Max_EC_CC(c) - the highest possible value for EC_CC(c)
in the execution trace.
In our export metric, the measure of export coupling
(EC_CC()) was defined for a certain class with a range
between 0 and the total amount of methods in the rest of
classes in the execution trace. Particularly, EC_CC()
calculates the amount of "(m2, c2, c1) triples". The
technique indicates to the highest value of the EC_CC()
metric by Max_ EC_CC(). Consequently, to restrict the
"peak value" to 1 the technique divides EC_CC() by
Max_EC_CC(). Consequently, we can easily distinguish
between utilities and non-utilities. It is important to mention
that the value will be different from one class to another
because the Max_EC_CC() does not count the local
operations.
The EUC metric has a range from 0 to 1. In the execution
trace, the EUC value is equal to 0 when a certain class
doesn’t deliver any services to other classes, which implies
that class isn't a “utility class” as specified by the definition
of utility. In contrast, when the EUC metric converges to 1,
this means that the class provides a lot of services to
different classes existing in the execution trace.
Consequently, based on the EUC metric, the class with the
highest measured value most likely will be the utility class.
Actually, the EUC metric can determine the most coupled
classes, which can be considered to be a new contribution
to our metric. This can help the testers to understand the
significance of the classes.
It is important to mention that during the comprehension
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process, extracting the candidate utility class is not easy and
is in fact risky. This is because different testers have a
different understanding of the software functions and
different concerns as of the software details [24]. Thus,
what can be considered as a utility to one tester may not be
considered as such to another tester. Consequently, the EUC
metric can be used as a technique to make decisions
regarding what can be considered as utilities.
B. Detection Metric for "Export-Import" Utility Classes
"EIUC"
EIUC takes into consideration the coupling in both
directions (export and import coupling). The reason behind
adopting this metric is: there is a positive relationship
between outgoing calls of a certain class and their
importance to control the flow of the object-oriented
system. This means that: if the amount of outgoing calls
from a certain class is high, then its role in the program
control flow is very important and thus there is a greater
need to keep it. On the other hand, the relationship between
import coupling and the utility concept is negative, this
means that more outgoing calls indicate a lower probability
of it being a utility class.
It is remarkable to mention that the import coupling is
less important to the utility concept compared with export
coupling. Thus, in our utility detection metrics, the study
gives less weight to the import coupling.
In our study, in order to calculate the import coupling, we
use the log function which is inspired by the famous
technique called “tf-idf weight” [25]. Tf-idf is short for the
term “frequency-inverse document frequency,” and the tfidf weight is often used in searches for information
retrieval, text mining, and user modeling techniques.
Therefore, The Import-Part (IP) for a certain class C can be
expressed as follows:
 Max _ IC _ CC  c  
(2)
IP  c   Log 

IC _ CC  c 


where: IC_CC(c) - the number of distinct classes that be
utilized by methods of the object of a class C in the
execution trace. These values must be placed in the
denominator because the relationship between import
coupling and the utility concept is negative;
Max_IC_CC(c) - the highest possible value for IC_CC(c) in
the execution trace.
If the IC_CC value closes to the Max_IC_CC value then
class C has strong import coupling, so the
IP(c) = Log(1) = 0. While, if class C has weak import
coupling (that is “close to 1”), the value of IP(c) will be
inclined to equivalent to Log(Max_IC_CC(c)). To eliminate
division by zero, we eliminate IC_CC=0.
To guarantee that the definitive consequence of IP(c)
ranges amongst 0 and 1, we divide the IP weight by its
highest value. Thus, the Final-Import-Part (FIP) can be
expressed as:
 Max _ IC _ CC  c  
Log 

IC _ CC  c 


FIP  c  
(3)
Log  Max _ IC _ CC  c  
The Export-Import utility Class (EIUC) will exploit the
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Export Utility Metric (EUC) via multiplying it by the FIP
value that takes into account the import coupling if it exists;
else, EIUC will be equivalent to the EUC metric.
Consequently, we refine EIUC for a certain class C in this
way:
 EUC  c   FIP, if IC  CC  0
EIUC  c   
(4)
if IC  CC  0
 EUC  c 
The export coupling will be dismissed if the FIP() value
is near to 0, which means that the import coupling in class
is strong. In this circumstance, the C class mustn’t be
counted as a “utility” because the C class has many “control
dependencies.” On the other hand, when import coupling in
a certain class is very weak (FIP() value close to 1), then
the value of its export coupling will be the only scale to
assess the degree to which that C class will be counted as
“utility class.”
V. CASE STUDIES
In this section, two case studies are presented in order to
evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed work. For the
former one, we used an open-source tool called Checkstyle
[26]. Checkstyle is a Java-based tool that validates Java
code and confirms if a Java source code employs coding
standards. It contains 58,000 lines of code to represent 21
packages and 311 classes. Thus, it is counted to be a good
representation of actual software systems. Furthermore, the
results of this experiment can be repeated, as Checkstyle is
an "open-source" system and its execution traces are
provided in a common dataset benchmark. For the latter
case study, we used JHotDraw [27]. JHotDraw is a
customizable Java framework that distinguished for
graphics editing. It comprises 73,000 lines of code to
represent 21 packages and 344.
A. Usage Scenario
Because of that individual datasets result in several
drawbacks such as the limited generalization of the
evaluation results and the uncertainty of the sound of the
individual datasets [28] [29]. We opted to use execution
traces of Checkstyle and JHotDraw from a common
dataset benchmark. The execution traces are generated from
executing Checkstyle and JHotDraw to specific scenarios.
For example, Checkstyle was executed from the command
line where 64 types of checks are specified. Whilst, a new
drawing was created in JHotDraw, then 5 distinct figures
were added. Subsequently, the size of the generated
Checkstyle execution trace has 107 classes, 1243 methods,
and 31,260 calls. We opted to remove self-callings and
library classes, therefore, the new execution trace has 100
classes, 798 methods, and 11,632 calls. In addition, the size
of the generated JHotDraw execution trace has 161,087
calls after removing mouse movement events. Also, we
opted to remove self-callings and library classes, therefore
the new execution trace has 53,638 calls.
B. Quantitative results
Table 1 and Table 2 present the results of applying the
"proposed utility detection metrics" to the Checkstyle and
JHotDraw execution traces respectively. The info is
organized in descending consistently with the EIUC value.
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Therefore, classes that appear in front could be considered
as utilities, while classes that appear at the end are nonutility classes. For example, Table 1 shows that there is no
chance for TreeWalker and ConfigurationLoader classes to
be utilities because they sit at the bottom of the table.
Whilst, DefaultContext, DefaultConfiguration, DetailAST
classes are candidate utility classes because they sit at the
top of the table. The same observations could be applied to
Table 2.
The results in the two case studies conform to the results
in Cornelissen's study [30]. Hence, the proposed technique
has the capability to classify classes of object-oriented
systems consistent with their probability of being candidate
utilities and put them at the highest point of the ranking
table.
Nevertheless, we have to set some parameters to guide
the process. For example, a parameter is optionally required
to enable us to concentrate on particular portions of the
execution trace. This is important when analyzing very
large execution traces that comprise several features.
Hence, we can analyze only a specific feature, exclude a
specific feature, or analyze the features separately.
Another very important parameter is the size ratio
parameter (SR) to decide the number of classes that we wish
to appear in the final execution trace (CA). For example, if
the size of the original execution traces is represented by the
total number of its classes (CT), then CA = CT * SR.
We randomly chose SR=80% for Checkstyle and
JHotDraw execution traces which means that only the
events of 80classes (out of 100 classes) will appear in the
final Checkstyle execution trace and only the events of 90
classes (out of 112 classes) will appear in the final
JHotDraw execution trace. Consequently, the final
execution traces contain only 4,372 calls (37% of the
original size) and 170 calls (0.32% of the original size)
respectively.
The aforementioned results show that 20% of the
Checkstyle execution trace classes are responsible for
nearly 63% of the interactions within the execution trace
and 20% of the JHotDraw execution trace classes are
responsible for nearly 99.68% of the interactions within the
execution trace. The results show that the value of the SR
parameter should not be fixed for all case studies. For
example, what is adequate for one case study may not be for
another. In addition, it should not be fixed for the same case
study. For example, when the user gains some knowledge
about the case study he may request to explore more details.
However, the user may adjust the size ratio parameter if
the simplified execution trace is inadequate. Therefore, the
setting of this parameter is totally up to the user until it is
suitable for the purpose at hand. In other words, the final
execution trace should be customized on request (i.e.
expanded or collapsed). In particular, we can easily adjust
the size ratio parameter and apply the proposed technique
again. For example, we can adjust the parameter value to
95% for the JHotDraw execution trace if the final trace is
too abstract or if we need to show some classes that are
excluded for the first time. According to the adjusted
parameter value, the final execution trace contains 31055
calls (58% of the original size). Furthermore, if the final
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trace is too detailed or if we need to exclude more classes
from the trace, the parameter can be adjusted again with less
value. For example, if we choose SR=90%, then the final
execution trace will contain 5,241 calls (less than 10% of
the original trace).
TABLE 1 CHECKSTYLE'S CLASSES SORTED
DESCENDING ACCORDING TO EIUC ( ) VALUE.
EUC( ) EIUC( ) CLASS NAME
0.3316
0.1968
0.131
0.0816

0.3316
0.1968
0.131
0.0816

DefaultContext
DefaultConfiguration
DetailAST
FullIdent
.
.
.
TreeWalker
grammars.GeneratedJavaLexer
ConfigurationLoader
PackageNamesLoader
TreeWalker$SilentJavaRecognizer

0.0102 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Sum of Methods= 798
Number of total classes = 100
Number of well-known library classes = 1
Number of undesired classes = 0
Number of classes involved in the analysis = 99
Number of classes involved in the final trace file =80

TABLE 2 JHOTDRAW'S CLASSES SORTED
DESCENDING ACCORDING TO EIUC ( ) VALUE.
EUC( ) EIUC( ) CLASS NAME
0.2362
0.2358
0.3183
0.1584
0.1826

0.2362
0.2358
0.19
0.1584
0.1384

NullDrawingView
AbstractCommand$EventDispatcher
ZoomDrawingView
MainClass
AbstractTool$EventDispatcher
.
.
.
StandardDrawing
TextFigure
DesktopEventService$1
MDIDesktopPane$1
StandardDisposableResourceManager

0.0023 0.0016
0.0023 0.0014
0.0023 0.0012
0.0023 0.0012
0.0023 0.0009
Sum of Methods= 445
Number of total classes = 112
Number of well-known library classes = 0
Number of undesired classes = 0
Number of classes involved in the analysis = 112
Number of classes involved in the final trace file =?

VI. CONCLUSION
Software Comprehension is a significant phase of
software maintenance as problem comprehension is the
main part of problem-solving. The contribution of this paper
is to propose two novel utility detection metrics to detect
utility classes for a certain scope of the specified execution
trace. The goal of utility detection metrics is to improve
understanding of the process and reduce the time and effort
required for the software maintenance process. These metrics
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are based primarily on the dynamic coupling to capture objectoriented system properties in runtime that static coupling cannot
address them. The first detection metric takes into
consideration only one direction of coupling (namely export
coupling), while, the second detection metric takes into
consideration the coupling in both directions (export and
import coupling).
We demonstrated our technique using two case studies,
namely Checkstyle and JHotDraw execution traces, which
were specifically chosen because of the availability of their
execution traces in a common dataset benchmark. The
quantitative results of our case studies have shown that our
technique is able to automatically detect and remove utility
classes.
In particular, when we choose to filter out 20% of the total
classes in Checkstyle execution trace, (i.e. the size ratio
parameter = 80%), the original execution trace is reduced by 63%
when interactions to the removed classes are excluded. In
addition, the same result is reported when we filter out only 5%
of the total classes in JHotDraw execution trace. The results
prove that a small percentage of execution trace classes causes
the execution trace to inflate to a very large size.
Integrating this technique into a complete trace analysis
framework will be our forthcoming contribution. The framework
suggests the decoupling of the utility classes rather than simply
removing them. The basic idea behind using decoupling is to
prevent the creation of gaps in the structure of execution traces
and to prevent the removal of some critical dependencies to utility
classes.
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